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Newly-elected President Emmerson
Mnangagwa has declared Zimbabwe “open
for business” - but analysts say that revers-

ing the disastrous investor exodus of the Mugabe
years will require more than words of encourage-
ment. Considered one of southern Africa’s most
promising economies when Robert Mugabe took
over in 1980, it was one of the most isolated
economies in the world by the time his 37-year rule
ended last year. Agricultural output plummeted
after his regime started seizing white-owned farms
in 2000, and he presided over hyperinflation so
drastic it prompted the printing of a 100-trillion-
dollar note.

But Mnangagwa, the former Mugabe ally who
replaced him with army backing in November, has
made Zimbabwe’s biggest overtures towards the
West in years. “We want to leapfrog and catch up
with other developing countries,” he said Friday
after winning an election marred by deadly violence
and opposition claims of fraud. Despite the havoc
Mugabe wreaked on the economy - overseeing the
sharpest peacetime contraction of GDP in world
history - some investors see rich potential. 

“Zimbabwe’s has had such a tarnished reputation
over the past few generations that very few people
have looked at it, but the interest has always been
there,” said Robert Besseling, executive director of
risk consultancy EXX Africa. Some are eyeing its
bounteous natural resources - the second-biggest
platinum reserves in the world, as well as other min-
erals, coal and diamonds. Others are hunting for
opportunities in the recovering agriculture sector,
notably tobacco, or predicting a consumer boom in
its 16 million-strong population.

Hafez Ghanem, the World Bank’s vice-president
for Africa, told Bloomberg last week that Zimbabwe
could become “an upper middle-income country” in
a decade. Jack Ma, the billionaire founder of
Chinese e-commerce giant Alibaba, visited last
week - apparently on vacation, though it did not
stop state media speculating he was scouting for
opportunities.

Mnangagwa, an unknown quantity 
Yet even keen investors are daunted by the array

of economic problems Zimbabwe faces as well as
the possibility of more Mugabe-style repression,
despite Mnangagwa’s insistence that the country
has turned a page. Millions have fled abroad in
search of work, and those who stayed still face mass
unemployment. Public services are in ruins, corrup-
tion is endemic, and infrastructure crumbling.
Charles Laurie of analysts Verisk Maplecroft said
that until the election, Mnangagwa was progressing
well in his efforts to woo investors. He reversed
much of a law forcing foreign firms to cede 51 per-
cent stakes to locals, and offered compensation to
white farmers stripped of their land.

But that was before troops opened fire in
Harare last Wednesday on demonstrators alleging
the election had been rigged, leaving six people
dead. The opposition MDC party, which disputes
the vote results, has since complained that its
members are being targeted with abductions and
criminal charges. “For investors who are low on
trust with Mnangagwa and searching for signs of
his true colors, this rapid return to violent means
to achieve his objectives is going to shake investor
confidence,” Laurie said. “It conjures up images
that if the tables were slightly turned, indeed it
could be these investors who are the target of the
Zimbabwe government.” 

Tough decisions ahead 
Beyond politics, Mnangagwa has major money

problems. His cash-strapped government owes
some $1.7 billion in arrears to the World Bank and
African Development Bank, and cannot get new
loans until they are paid off. Companies hoping for
lucrative contracts to rebuild the transport, water
and power infrastructure Mugabe left in ruins face a
government that, for now, will struggle to pay them.
The currency crisis is another major issue.
Zimbabwe has mainly used the US dollar since
scrapping its own currency in 2009 to halt hyperin-
flation under which prices doubled every day. 

But dollars remain scarce, and a little-trusted
token currency known as “bond notes”, introduced
two years ago, has done little to improve the situa-
tion. Analysts say the government will at some point
have to bring in a proper currency again - and that
this could prove messy, a prospect not lost on
investors. To get new loans from the multilateral
banks it will likely also have to agree to tough
structural changes, such as tax hikes or cuts to the
massive public sector. 

“For risk-wary investors, neighboring countries
offer a safer and more attractive investment envi-
ronment,” said Laurie. Besseling added that
progress is likely to be slow. “The one-year outlook:
we could potentially still be where we are today,” he
said. “But considering the huge potential, you’re
going to see great successes in Zimbabwe over a
10-year outlook,” he predicted. — AFP 

Will investors be 
tempted back to 
‘new’ Zimbabwe? 

By David A Andelman

If you want to know why Donald Trump shouldn’t
expect to win a trade war against China, look no fur-
ther than Alibaba, the country’s giant e-commerce ver-

sion of Amazon. Last month, I had two in-depth conversa-
tions with Ming Zeng, the e-commerce giant’s head of
strategic planning and among the smartest minds in busi-
ness and finance in China. Ming made it clear that China
has little real need for America any more - not US prod-
ucts, but especially not US ideas. When thwarted, China
has shown it can think up its own.

At the same time, the Trump administration seems to
be doing its level best to run a competition calculated
from the starting gate to lose the race, or the war,
whichever it turns out to be. The US president’s latest
effort was to threaten a rise in tariffs on $200 billion
worth of Chinese goods - from 10 percent to 25 percent.
Within 24 hours, China quickly reciprocated with a list of
5,207 American products, worth $60 billion, on which it
pledged to exact new tariffs ranging from 5 to 25 percent
if Trump implements his threats. And there we’ll have a
full-blown trade war.

Fortunately, Trump has extended a comment period
before implementation until September. Meanwhile, mar-
kets on both sides of the Pacific continue unsettled - at
times balancing on the edge of panic. While the Chinese
stock market has taken more of a beating than the
American, Trump seems to think that the United States can
stand the pain longer than China and that tightening the
screws will bring Beijing to the negotiating table. But that
reflects little understanding of either the Chinese mindset
or the underlying strength of the Chinese economy which,
though weaker than a year ago, is still growing nearly
twice as fast as the American.

And this by no means reflects how bad it could get as
individuals with little understanding of either the stakes or
the mechanisms plunge into this pending maelstrom. Last
week, Secretary of State Mike Pompeo unveiled with some
fanfare another way of dealing with, even isolating China,
that approaches the ridiculous in its scale and futility.

Dubbed the “Indo Pacific Economic Vision Program” it
was widely viewed as a counter to China’s long-standing
Belt and Road development initiative that has ensnared
nations across Asia and onward to Europe. But a decidedly
skinflint counter. 

Trump has committed a derisory $113 million to his

program - a rounding error compared with the $900 bil-
lion estimated for Beijing’s Belt and Road, which China
bankrolled at $82 billion three years ago. This hardly even
seems to be a competition. Yet as the South China
Morning Post put it, the US initiative is “likely to fuel sus-
picions from Beijing... and could in turn worsen relations
that are already fraught with trade tensions.”

Moreover, China seems prepared to do all it can to
keep control of its global trading strategy, offering Britain
talks leading to a post-Brexit free trade deal on Monday,
while continuing to hold the United States at bay. For
Washington to win any trade war with China - or even
arrive at some mutually satisfactory conclusion, the most
desirable outcome in the long run - there must be an
understanding of the forces it will be facing. My takeaway
from my interviews with Ming, which ran in full in Forbes
Asia, is that large swaths of China’s rapidly advancing
economy, especially the domestically-focused areas, are
either largely immune from any trade imbroglios or will
manage to circumvent them.

In January, the United States barred a takeover by
Alibaba’s Ant Financial of Moneygram, the money transfer

agency. So Alibaba created a different, in many respects
more innovative, product using blockchain-based technol-
ogy. “Any new business, while growing up, always encoun-
ters obstacles. We understand that. It is part of the cost of
doing business,” Ming said. “So we might be frustrated.
But because the value we create is so overwhelming, we
will find some way to overcome that barrier.” That doesn’t
mean that many Chinese companies and state-run enter-
prises in China aren’t still poised to appropriate innova-
tions from Silicon Valley. But the more America tries to
block them, the more likely the Chinese are to come up
with their own solutions.

Another example: Last year, the US Committee on
Foreign Investment failed to approve an effort by Navinfo,
the Chinese provider of digital maps for autos, to buy a
stake in HERE, an Amsterdam-based mapping company
that operates in the United States and is 15 percent owned
by US chipmaker Intel. So Navinfo, ranked by Forbes as of
the world’s top 100 innovative growth companies, simply
withdrew its offer and continued its expanding coopera-
tion with HERE and its German-owned car company part-
ners, BMW, Daimler and Volkswagen.

To be sure, while China may have a leadership role in
markets like the auto market and appliances such as refrig-
erators and washing machines, it does still lag in fields like
artificial intelligence. But, as Ming suggests, “it’s not about
our size, it’s about our innovation experience and our
understanding of where the future goes.” It is this profound
understanding and acceptance of the long game that may
ultimately leave China the winner in any trade war.

The Chinese, and especially its leadership, have quite a
strong and evolved sense of self. Their ability to withstand
external forces dates back not just to Mao Zedong and the
communist revolution that brought them to power after
World War Two. It’s more useful to look back to the Zhou
dynasty a thousand years before Christ, which based the
legitimacy of its emperor on whether he was sufficiently
virtuous to rule - and receive the Mandate from Heaven to
do so. A people with such an evolved sense of destiny and
self-worth is unlikely to see a secular leader like Donald
Trump as a major obstacle.

China to do all 
it can to keep 
control of its 

trading strategy 

The odd-job 
volunteers 
‘fixing’ Hong 
Kong politics

As attendance at Hong Kong’s tradi-
tional protest rallies wanes, one
pro-democracy group is trying to

win hearts and minds in a more pragmatic
way - through plumbing, electrics and
household repairs. Calling themselves
Fixing Hong Kong, the group’s volunteers
mend broken appliances, furniture, pipes
and wiring, hoping that forging community
spirit will lead to greater political aware-
ness. The novel approach comes as semi-
autonomous Hong Kong’s freedoms are
under threat from an increasingly assertive
Beijing and the city’s splintered democracy
movement struggles for momentum.

Volunteers visit homes in the To Kwa
Wan neighborhood each week, making
appointments for DIY jobs and offering
repair services for free, with residents usu-
ally paying for their own replacement
materials. They work in pairs, one fixing,
the other chatting. Sometimes the conver-
sation will turn to politics, other times not.
“We hope to gather more energy bit by bit
through these most simple contacts and
bonding,” Fixing Hong Kong member Max
Leung told AFP.

Resident Mr Wong said volunteers from
the group had fixed his television. They
also helped him and others write letters to
officials over concerns local people were
being rehoused in poor conditions to make
way for new development projects. “Just

one person’s power is not enough. We need
neighbors joining forces for results,” Wong
said. Another resident Mr Cheng, a wall
painter originally from southern mainland
China, said he had not discussed politics
with the group, but appreciated their help.

A volunteer was fixing a broken strip
light in his apartment when AFP visited.
Cheng’s flat is housed in one of numerous
rundown blocks in To Kwa Wan, home to
low to middle income families and
refugees. He told AFP he was too preoccu-
pied with daily struggles to join any of the
group’s activities, which range from barbe-
cues to political campaigns, but did not
mind the volunteers’ pro-democracy ideas.
“As long as it doesn’t hurt me, that’s fine,”
Cheng said.

Community breakdown 
Fixing Hong Kong was formed by

activists who ran a recycling operation at
protest camps set up during the massive
2014 Umbrella Movement rallies, which
called for free and fair leadership elections
in Hong Kong. The rallies failed to win
reform and since then activists have been
prosecuted on protest-related charges and
disqualified from the legislature, denting
the democracy campaign. At the same time,
pro-democracy politicians have been criti-
cized for losing touch with the grassroots
while some pro-Beijing candidates have
become more strategically focused on
working-class voters and livelihood issues.

Small groups like Fixing Hong Kong
believe going back to neighborhood level
is the best way to rebuild support. The
approach is a legacy of the rallies, says
researcher Klavier Wong, who says the
protests gave a rare opportunity for young
Hong Kongers to “become aware of how to
communicate and interact with strangers,
and to do something together”. Although

the protest camps that sprawled over junc-
tions and roadways in major commercial
areas angered some residents, others
embraced the spontaneous tent communi-
ties which included homework areas for
students and art installations.

Fixing Hong Kong is one of the best-
known community groups to have grown
out of the rallies. Other small-scale proj-
ects, from urban rooftop gardens to rural
farms, have been set up by activists too.
The trend also taps into young people’s
desire to reconnect with their surroundings
as private housing estates and shopping
malls erode a sense of community living,
adds Wong, who researches social move-
ments and identity in Hong Kong.

Fixing Hong Kong member Leung says
group activities such as reclaiming public
spaces for community events may not be
directly related to the wider political sys-
tem, but are still “everyday politics”. “This
is to regain control in our lives. Ultimately
democracy is like that too, to regain con-
trol of the place we live in,” he told AFP.
And while volunteer fixer Leung Chan, an
electrician, admits it can be hard to engage
residents in politics when they have a host
of daily struggles, he believes the group
should persevere. “If we don’t make the
first step, then nothing is possible,” he told
AFP. “First there needs to be trust between
people.” — AFP 

China could yet win Trump trade war

This picture taken on July 19, 2018 shows a volunteer plumber (left) explaining
repairs to a resident who requested help from Fixing Hong Kong, a pro-democracy
community group, in the neighborhood of To Kwa Wan in Hong Kong.  —  AFP 


